


Monday Nights

7pm - 8:30pm

Kicks off:

January 26th



Saturday, 
January 17th  
 9am - 12pm



Where’d'you''

Park?
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The heavens declare the glory of God;  
the skies proclaim the work of his hands. 
                                      -Psalm 19:1



In the beginning God created  

the heavens and the earth. 

                                 -Genesis 1:1





'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''"I'remember'on'the'trip'home'

''''''''''''''''''''''''on'Apollo'11'it'suddenly'struck'

'''''''''''''''''''''me'that'that':ny'pea,'pre<y'and'

blue,'was'the'earth.'I'put'up'my'thumb'and'

shut'one'eye,'and'my'thumb'blo<ed'out'the'

planet'earth.'I'didn't'feel'like'a'giant.'I'felt'

very,'very'small.”  
DNeil'Armstrong'from:'“Philosophy”'by'James'Chris:an'pg.'380



“It's' been' said' that' astronomy' is' a'
humbling,' and' I' might' add,' a'
characterDbuilding'experience.'To'my'
mind,' there' is' perhaps' no' be<er'
demonstra:on'of'the'folly'of'human'
conceits' than' this' distant' image' of'
our':ny'world.'To'me,'it'underscores'
our' responsibility' to' deal' more'
kindly'and'compassionately'with'one'
another'and'to'preserve'and'cherish'
that' pale' blue' dot,' the' only' home'
we've'ever'known.”''!"Carl!Sagan'
Dh<p://www.bigskyastroclub.org/pale_blue_dot.htm'

Panoramic'composite'of'60'images,'1990'Voyage'1'



One'of'hundreds'of'billions'of'
galaxies'in'the'known'universe.'



The'Milky'Way'galaxy'consists'of'at'
least'100'billion'stars.



If'you'traveled'186,000'mpsecond'it'
would'take'100,000'years'to'get'from'one'

side'to'the'other.



If'you'would'count'the'stars'in'the'Milky'Way'
1'star'per'second'it'would'take'2,500'years'

to'count'them'all.'



Earths'Diameter:''
7,918!miles

Suns'Diameter:''
864,938!miles

Almost'1'Millions'earth'would'fit'inside'
the'sun.



Betelgeuse-
Western''shoulder'of'Orion'
640'lightDyears'away





1,250-feet

Earth=Golf-Ball
X-6

Diameter:-about-700-Ames-the-size-
of-the-Sun-or-600-million-miles.

Betelgeuse-emits-almost-7,500-
Ames-as-much-energy-as-the-Sun.



http://hubblesite.org

The magnificent galaxy NGC 4710   Located 65 million light-years away  natural-color photo was taken with the Hubble Space Telescope's



http://hubblesite.org/newscenter/archive/releases/2009/30/image/a/

the center of the MilkyWay. Hubble Space Telescope, the Spitzer Space Telescope, and the Chandra X-ray Observatory —collaboration .  Xray pics up the Heat from 
the stars illuminates the gas.



http://hubblesite.org/

“Pillars'of'Crea:on”'''The'pillars'are'part'of'a'small'region'of'the'Eagle'Nebula,'a'vast'starDforming'region'6,500'lightDyears'from'Earth.'''The'towering'pillars'are'about'5'lightD
years'tall'The'colors'in'the'image'highlight'emission'from'several'chemical'elements.'Oxygen'emission'is'blue,'sulfur'is'orange,'and'hydrogen'and'nitrogen'are'green'



“Did Science kill God?”





Eric Metaxas

Today'there'are'more'than'200'known'parameters'

necessary'for'a'planet'to'support'life—every'

single'one'of'which'must'be'perfectly'met,'or'the'

whole'thing'falls'apart.'Without'a'massive'planet'

like'Jupiter'nearby,'whose'gravity'will'draw'away'

asteroids,'a'thousand':mes'as'many''

would'hit'Earth’s'surface.'The'odds''

against'life'in'the'universe'are''

simply'astonishing.



Eric Metaxas

Yet'here'we'are,'not'only'exis:ng,'but'talking'about'
exis:ng.'What'can'account'for'it?'Can'every'one'of'
those'many'parameters'have'been'perfect'by'
accident?'At'what'point'is'it'fair'to'admit'that'science'
suggests'that'we'cannot'be'the'result'of'random'
forces?'Doesn’t'assuming'that'an'intelligence'created'
these'perfect'condi:ons'require'far'less''
faith'than'believing'that'a'lifeDsustaining''
Earth'just'happened'to'beat'the''
inconceivable'odds'to'come''
into'being?



 • Only 5% are spiral 

 • Must be spiral 

 • Must be Circular  

• Most are elliptical  

The right kind Galaxy 

The right kind of Orbit 





 • 2% Closer = Life can’t exist  

• 2% Farther = Life can’t exist 

Right kind of Sun

 • Can’t be to volatile.  



“Astronomy leads us to a universe with 

the very delicate balance needed to 

provide exactly the conditions required 

to permit life and one which has an 

underlying, one might say supernatural 

plan.”   -Arno Penzias (Nobel laureate)

Lee Strobel  “The Case for a Creator” pg.153



Astrophysicists now know that the values of the 

four fundamental forces—gravity, the 

electromagnetic force, and the “strong” and 

“weak” nuclear forces—were determined less 

than one millionth of a second after the big bang.  

Alter any one value and the universe could not 

exist. For instance, if the ratio between the 

nuclear strong force and the electromagnetic 

force had been off by the tiniest fraction of the 

tiniest fraction—

http://www.wsj.com/articles/eric-metaxas-science-increasingly-makes-the-case-for-god-1419544568?autologin=y&cb=logged0.5076655177399516



by even one part in 100,000,000,000,000,000

—then no stars could have ever formed at 

all.Multiply that single parameter by all the 

other necessary conditions, and the odds 

against the universe existing are so heart-

stoppingly astronomical that the notion that 

it all “just happened” defies common sense. 

It would be like tossing a coin and having it 

come up heads 10 quintillion times in a row. 

http://www.wsj.com/articles/eric-metaxas-science-increasingly-makes-the-case-for-god-1419544568?autologin=y&cb=logged0.5076655177399516



Fred Hoyle, the astronomer who coined the 
term “big bang,” said that his atheism was 
“greatly shaken” at these developments. He 
later wrote that “a common-sense 
interpretation of the facts suggests that a 
super-intellect has monkeyed with the physics, 
as well as with chemistry and  
biology . . . . The numbers one  
calculates from the facts seem to  
me so overwhelming as to put this  
conclusion almost  
beyond question.”

http://www.wsj.com/articles/eric-metaxas-science-increasingly-makes-the-case-for-god-1419544568?autologin=y&cb=logged0.5076655177399516



The Universe is 

unlikely.  Very unlikely. 

Deeply,shockingly 

unlikely.   "It's quite 

fantastic,” 
 —Martin Rees, Britain's Astronomer Royal

http://discovermagazine.com/2000/nov/cover/



Francis Harry Compton Crick, OM, FRS was an English molecular biologist, biophysicist, and neuroscientist, most noted for being a co-discoverer of the structure of 
the DNA molecule in 1953 with James Watson.

“An honest man, armed with all the 

knowledge available to us now, could 

only state that in some sense, the origin 

of life appears at the moment to be 

almost a miracle, so many are the 

conditions which would  

have had to have been  

satisfied to get it going.”





Bacterial Flagellum





Although'accoun:ng'for'just'one'fourthDthousandth'of'an'
adult’s'weight,'it'is'the'medium'which'processes'some'80%'
of'the'informa:on'received'by'its'owner'from'the'outside'
world.'The':ny're:na'contains'about'130'million'rodD
shaped'cells,'which'detect'light'intensity'and'transmit'
impulses'to'the'visual'cortex'of'the'brain'by'means'of'some'
one'million'nerve'fibres,'while'nearly'six'million'coneD
shaped'cells'do'the'same'job,'but'respond'specifically'to'
color'varia:on.'The'eyes'can'handle'500,00'messages'
simultaneously,'and'are'kept'clear'by'ducts'producing'just'
the'right'amount'of'fluid'with'which'the'lids''
clean'both'eyes'simultaneously'in'one''
fiveDthousandth'of'a'second.



Origin!of!Species:'
To'suppose'that'the'eye'with'all'its'inimitable'
contrivances'for'adjus:ng'the'focus'to'
different'distances,'for'admifng'different'
amounts'of'light,'and'for'the'correc:on'of'
spherical'and'chroma:c'aberra:on,'could'
have'been'formed'by'natural'selec:on,'seems,'
I'freely'confess,'absurd'in'the'highest''
sense.''''(Origins:!1859,!p.!170).



I praise you because I am 
fearfully and wonderfully 

made; your works are 
wonderful.  I know that full 

well.  -Psalm 139:14



It'is'a'HUMBLING''experience'
when'we'recognize'how'vast'the'
universe'is'and'that'God'is'the'
creator'and'sustainer'of'it'all.

What!does!genuine!humility!before!
God!look!like!in!our!lives?!!How!is!it!

demonstrated!in!your!life?



Considering'the'intricacies'of'life'
and'the'unique'fineDtuning'of'our'
universe,'science'seems'to'confirm'

the'existence'of'God.'''

As!part!of!Gods!creaUon!what!does!it!
look!like!for!you!to!confirm!the!

existence!of!God?



Unlike Banksy…   God tells us why he did it. 

Acts'17:24D27'“The$God$who$made$the$world$and$
everything$in$it'is'the'Lord'of'heaven'and'earth'and'does'
not'live'in'temples'built'by'human'hands.'25And'he'is'not'
served'by'human'hands,'as'if'he'needed'anything.'Rather,'
he'himself'gives'everyone'life'and'breath'and'everything'
else.'26From'one'man'he'made'all'the'na:ons,'that'they'
should'inhabit'the'whole'earth;'and'he'marked'out'their'
appointed':mes'in'history'and'the'boundaries'of'their'
lands.'27God$did$this$so$that$they$would$seek$him$and$
perhaps$reach$out$for$him$and$find$him,'though'he'is'not'
far'from'any'one'of'us.



Unlike Banksy…   God tells us who He is. 

Hebrews'1:3''The'Son'is'the'radiance'of'
God’s'glory'and'the$exact$representa;on$
of$his$being,'sustaining'all'things'by'his'
powerful'word.'

Colossians'1:15D16''The'Son$is$the$image$
of$the$invisible$God,'the'firstborn'over'all'
crea:on.'16'For'in'him'all'things'were'
created:'things'in'heaven'and'on'earth.



Every'World'View'Addresses:'

1.''How'did'we'get'here?'

2.''Why'is'there'pain'and'
suffering'in'the'world?'

3.''Is'there'a'purpose'to'life?'

4.''Is'this'all'there'is?



Every'World'View'Addresses:'

1.'''did'we'get'here?'

2.''Why'is'there'pain'and'
suffering'in'the'world?'

3.''Is'there'a'purpose'to'life?'

4.''Is'this'all'there'is?

Gefng'of'the'Beginnin
g'

of'the'story'right'is
'

cri:cal'to'understa
nding'

the'plot'as'it'plays
'out.'

'''




